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VISION
UC SSC Lake Ginninderra is a diverse 
community: learning together, encouraging 
curiosity and innovation and providing a 
range of pathways for students to succeed.

MISSION
Preparing students to live in, and contribute 
to, a changing world, UC SSC Lake 
Ginninderra provides an inclusive and 
active learning environment, empowering 
students to be lifelong learners.

VALUES
Connect | Innovate | Impact
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Welcome
Welcome to UC Senior Secondary 
College Lake Ginninderra (UCSSC 
Lake Ginninderra). Located on the 
shores of Lake Ginninderra in North 
Canberra, we are home to over 700 
senior secondary students. Ginninderra 
is derived from the Ngunnawal word 
meaning ‘sparkling like the stars’ and our 
college provides students with the skills 
and enthusiasm for a life of learning, 
personal growth and improvement.

The College has close associations with 
all universities in the ACT and higher 
education links beyond the territory. Our 
site includes the Academy of Future 
Skills, the Science Mentors Program ACT, 
Belconnen Training (RTO), Academic 
Excellence Program, Sporting Centres 
of Excellence with links to the Australian 
Institute of Sport, the only NBA 
Basketball Academy in the Southern 
Hemisphere, and we offer a best practice 
Outdoor Education program. Our alumni 
include notable community figures in 
industry, government, research, the Arts 
and Olympians. Our students participate 

in a variety of leadership and co-curricular 
activities available on, and off, campus.

Transition to college marks a period of 
new academic and social challenges. We 
understand the value of 21st Century 
knowledge, skills and a real-life 
application for learning, literacy and 
life.  The College offers an extensive 
range of study /course options 
and the Arts (visual and creative), 
STEM, Humanities, Languages, 
Economics, Global Studies, Design, 
Robotics, Human Biology, Technology 
and inter-disciplinary connections 
provide opportunities for creativity, 
enterprise, inquiry, collaboration, 
innovation and hands-on learning.

Focussing on health/wellbeing we provide 
a wraparound service to enable a happy, 
connected transition, and students are 
encouraged to study courses/subjects 
reflecting their interests and passions.  
A range of student support services 
provides pastoral care, course advice, 
counselling services and career planning. 

At UCSSC Lake Ginninderra you can 
follow a range of academic and vocational 
pathways and access a broad range of 
university/tertiary options, Australian 
National University (ANU) and University 
of Canberra (UC) extension programs 
(H courses), Australian School Based 
Apprenticeships, work experience, links to 
employers and interests beyond college.

UCSSC Lake Ginninderra students 
are equipped with the knowledge, skills 
and mind set for the future world of 
study and/or career and enabled to be 
reflective, informed and active members 
of a broader global community.

MELISSA PLANTEN 
PRINCIPAL
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Our Courses

ENGLISH
Contemporary English                              A 
Essential English  A
English           T 
English Literature          T

EAL/D 
 English as an additional language or 
dialect        A/T

MATHEMATICS
Contemporary Mathematics A
Essential Mathematics A
Mathematical Applications T 
Mathematical Methods T
Specialist Mathematics T

SCIENCE
Biology T
Human Biology           T
Chemistry T
Earth & Environmental Science T
Interdisciplinary Science A/T
Physics T

COMMERCE
Business A/T
Economics T

INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY
Business Services A/V
Data Science                                         A/T
Digital Technologies (Cyber Security)    A/T
Robotics & Mechatronics  A/T

ARTS – VISUAL AND 
PERFORMING
Dance  A/T 
Drama  A/T
Media  A/T
Music  A/T
Photography  A/T
Design and Textiles  A/T
Visual Arts  A/T

HUMANITIES 
AND SOCIAL 
SCIENCES (HASS)
Geography A/T
Global Studies A/T
History A/T
Legal Studies A/T
Philosophy A/T
Sociology A/T

MODERN LANGUAGES
 
JAPANESE
 Beginning A/T
 Continuing T
 Advanced T

SPANISH
 Beginning A/T
 Continuing A/T
 Advanced T

INDUSTRIAL 
TECHNOLOGY
Automotive Technology                  A/V 
Design & Emerging Technologies      A/T 
Furniture Making                    A/V
Metal Products A

OUTDOOR
EDUCATION
Outdoor and Enviromental Education A/T/V
Outdoor Recreation           C

HEALTH AND 
PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION
Exercise Science A/T
Health & Wellbeing                    A/T
Physical Education  Studies A
Sports Recreation & Leadership A/V
Sports Development 
(See Elite Sports Program)                   A/T

SERVICE INDUSTRIES 
AND APPLIED 
STUDIES
Social and Community Work A
Food Studies A
Hospitality Industry C

CODES
T  Suitable for university  
 entrance requirements
A  General course for Senior  
 Secondary Certificate completion
V  National Vocational Certification
C  National Vocational Certificate only
R  Registered Unit
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Our Programs

COLLEGE PROGRAMS
The college offers an array of programs 
which are targeted to help students to 
explore their ambitions for the future 
beyond college. The programs are 
supported by experienced staff with 
community connections which will 
broaden the exposure of students to 
possible future pathways.

•   International Education including 
International Private Students (IPS), 
Global Classroom and international 
excursions 

•   Elite Sports Program

•   Health & Medical Sciences

•   Girls in STEM (GiSTEMM) 

•   Politics/Global Studies, Philosophy, 
Economics (PPE)

UNIVERSITY 
EXTENSION 
 University extension programs are 
recognised on the Senior Secondary 
Certificate as H courses – contributing 
a score towards an ATAR and also a 
university grade which may contribute 
to a future university undergraduate 
course. Two universities in Canberra, the 
Australian National University (ANU) 
and the University of Canberra (UC) 
offer H courses. Most of the courses have 
a co-curricular requirement at college e.g. 
Specialist Mathematics at ANU requires 
Specialist Mathematics at college. 

ANU COURSES
Astrophysics 

Biodiversity 

Chemistry 

Continuing Chinese 

Creative Computing 

Discovering Engineering

Global Perspectives in Commerce 

Indonesian Culture and Politics 

Japanese 

Korean Language and Culture 

Physics 

Specialist Mathematics 

Further information and how to apply at 
https://extension.anu.edu.au/

UC COURSES
Business Decision Making 

Creative Writing

Information Technology 

Politics and Democracy

Systemic Anatomy and Physiology 

Understanding People and Behaviour 

Further information and how to apply at 
https://www.canberra.edu.au/campaign/
accelerated-pathways-program

UC also offers the Fast Forward program 
for outstanding students who are in  
year 11. Information at https://www.
canberra.edu.au/future-students/apply-
now/alternative-entry/fast-forward-
program

MORE ENRICHMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
 The college offers a wide range of 
opportunities for students to add to their 
college and life experience.

•   ASbA – school-based apprenticeships

•   Art camp

•   Writer’s camp

•   Science tour

•   Outdoor Education interstate and 
international excursions

•   Researching with Scientists through 
ACT Science Mentors Program

•   Lectures/classes by visiting experts

•   Academic Competitions

•   Interstate and International Sport 

•   Dance Festival

•   College Musical Production

•   College Play Production

•   Student Community Group

•   Design, Art, Photography and Textiles 
external exhibitions 

•   Debating

•   Resilience and Leadership training

•   Youth Forums

•   University Visits

•   Constitutional Convention

•   ‘Come Alive’ Questacon

•   ‘Limelight’ Arts productions

•   Science Green Team
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Our Programs
International Programs

INTERNATIONAL 
EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS
The College has an ongoing 
commitment to a global perspective 
of learning in today’s world. 

INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE 
STUDENTS 
International Private Students 
(IPS) undertake the ACT Senior 
Secondary Certificate. Approval is 
required from the ACT International 
Education Unit before enrolling.

What does the program offer? 

•   Pastoral care and wellbeing 
support by the International 
Private Student Coordinator

•   Personalised academic support 
though weekly tutorials

•   Opportunities for immersion in English 
language and Australian Culture 

•   Post year 12 pathway and Work 
Experience Placement (WEX) support

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT 
EXCURSIONS
In recent years students and teachers 
from the College have participated in 

overseas excursions to New Zealand, 
China, Japan, South Africa, Sweden, 
the United Kingdom and the United 
States. The international experience 
will continue to expand as the College’s 
students and teachers engage with other 
cultures and foster global relationships.

GLOBAL CLASSROOM 
PROGRAM
The College has participated in this 
exciting international educational 
project since 2005. Each year 
students and teachers attend the 
Global Classroom conference 
hosted by participating countries.

The conference topic each year focuses 
on understanding our knowledge of 
the learning process, empowering 
of students and hence enrichment 
of the College experience. 

Global Classroom partners: 

•   UCSSC Lake Ginninderra, 
ACT, AUSTRALIA

•   Gymnázium Zlín - Lesní čtvrť, 

CZECH REPUBLIC

•   Graf-Friedrich-Schule, 
Diepholz, GERMANY

•   Cape Peninsula High School, 
Cape Town, SOUTH AFRICA

•   CF Somorrostro,Muskiz,Bizkaia, SPAIN

•   Bobergsgymnasiet, Ange, SWEDEN

•   Anderson High School, Lerwick, 
Shetland Islands, UK

•   Ridgewood High School, 
Ridgewood, New Jersey, USA

What does the program offer?

•   Collaboration with students 
from participating countries

•   Lifelong friendships and networks

•   Interdisciplinary projects presented 
at the annual conference overseas 

•   Sharing of knowledge and development 
of broader global perspectives
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THE ACADEMIC 
EXCELLENCE 
PROGRAM
Academic excellence is seen every day 
at UCSSC Lake Ginninderra through 
students pursuing their passions, 
leading our school community and 
continuously striving to excel in their 
intellectual, creative, artistic capacity, 
or in specific academic fields. 

We believe in holistic personal 
development and create opportunities 
for our participants to excel in their 
academic pursuits and college life.  

WHAT DOES THE PROGRAM 
OFFER? 
Opportunities to support students, not 
only in their academic pursuits but focus 
on developing core skills that will enrich 
students beyond the completion of their 
ACT Senior Secondary Certificate.

THE ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE PROGRAM 
Academic excellence is seen every day at UCSSC Lake Ginninderra through students pursuing their passions, leading 
our school community and continuously striving to excel in their intellectual, creative, artistic capacity, or in specific 
academic fields.  

We believe in holistic personal development and create opportunities for our participants to excel in their academic 
pursuits and college life.   

 

WHAT DOES THE PROGRAM OFFER? 

Opportunities to support students, not only in their academic pursuits but focus on developing core skills that will 
enrich students beyond the completion of their ACT Senior Secondary Certificate. 

• Targeted mentorship 
• Academic enrichment and extension opportunities to support learning in Years 11 and 12 
• Individual Enrichment Plan (IEP)  
• Academic Excellence Tutorial time 
• R unit points for involvement and participation which goes towards the year 12 certificate 

Students in the program engage in extracurricular activities across the school and attend Academic Excellence 
events. 

 

APPLICATION PROCESS: 

Entry into the program is determined through the combination of application, aptitude testing, referee reports and 
interview. We use this process to understand your aspirations and you as a person. 

Applications on the college website.  

 

  

•   Targeted mentorship

•   Academic enrichment and 
extension opportunities to support 
learning in Years 11 and 12

•   Individual Enrichment Plan (IEP) 

•   Academic Excellence Tutorial time

•   R unit points for involvement 
and participation which goes 
towards the year 12 certificate

Students in the program engage in 
extracurricular activities across the school 
and attend Academic Excellence events.

APPLICATION PROCESS 
Entry into the program is determined 
through the combination of 
application, aptitude testing, 
referee reports and interview. We 
use this process to understand your 
aspirations and you as a person.

Applications on the college website. 

 

Academic Excellence
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POLITICS/
GLOBAL STUDIES, 
PHILOSOPHY AND 
ECONOMICS (PPE)
UCSSC Lake Ginninderra offers 
a cutting-edge, interdisciplinary 
program of learning – PPE.

PPE is designed as a purposeful 
collection of courses – Politics/Global 
Studies, Philosophy and Economics, 
each of which can be studied in any 
combination of minors and majors, 
and as Tertiary or Accredited (T/A). 

Studying these courses helps students 
develop a greater understanding of 
society and the forces which shape 
the world around them — politically, 
economically, socially, and ethically. 

Each of these disciplines that make 
up PPE equip students with skills in 
critical analysis, logic, reasoning, and 
problem solving, which enable them 
to apply their learning in addressing a 
wide range of contemporary concerns. 

Studying one of these courses will give 
a student an excellent understanding 
of that discipline. However, it is in 
the integrated study of two or more 
of these disciplines with the PPE 
program that a student will achieve 
the breadth and depth which will 
yield the greatest learning benefit. 

Students enrolling in UCSSC Lake 
Ginninderra’s PPE program (R 
unit) will gain access to a number 
of extension activities including, 
exposure to related university pathways, 
targeted seminars and workshops, 
and enrichment opportunities. 

These activities are designed to draw 
together the perspectives of the three 
crucial PPE disciplines, deepen students 
understanding of the synergies and 
tensions that exist between them, 
and assess how we can best use PPE 
in reflecting on and responding to 
humanity’s most difficult challenges. 

Our concept of PPE is in the tradition 
of Oxford University’s Philosophy, 
Politics and Economics (PPE) 
program, subsequently offered by 

most of the world’s top universities. 
The Australian National University 
bills PPE as the “passport to some of 
the world’s most promising careers.”

“PPE brings together some of 
the most important approaches 
to understanding the social and 
human world around us, developing 
skills useful for a whole range of 
future careers and activities”

So, whether you are taking Politics/Global 
Studies, Philosophy and/or Economics, 
our PPE program will provide you with 
interdisciplinary knowledge and skills 
to make the most of your study.

Pathways after college include 
options such as the Bachelor of 
Politics, Philosophy and Economics 
at the Australian National University 
(ANU) or perhaps the Bachelor of 
Politics and International Relations 
degree at the University of Canberra 
(UC). The career options are many 
with a range of them listed below.                                                                                                                                           
                    
• Politics

• Law

• Banking and economic sector

• Policy adviser

• Research analyst

• Academia

• Civil service

• Diplomatic service

• Journalism and media

• Education

Politics, Philosophy, 
Economics and Global 

Perspectives
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GIRLS IN SCIENCE, 
TECHNOLOGY, 
ENGINEERING, MATHS 
AND MEDICINE 
(GiSTEMM)
Empowering young women in STEMM 
to explore their potential, to enable them 
to make good decisions for themselves 
and the communities in which they live.

GiSTEMM will:

• Engage young women at College in 
a range of activities which develop 
them as individuals and as proactive 
females within our school community.

• Develop STEM educational 
pathways for girls 

• Give college students an 
opportunity to act on their STEM 
passions by delivering Primary 
based STEM activities.

• Expose students to opportunities 
in competitions for women, 
mentoring and work placement 
opportunities through involvement 
in Robogals, Techgirls, Women 
in STEMM Australia

Impact:

Young women will gain confidence 
and skills that empower them to take 
on a range of opportunities while at 

school and also into the future with 
their further studies and work.

A culture of success for young women 
and girls in STEM is established 

HEALTH, MEDICAL 
AND APPLIED 
SCIENCES PROGRAM
The Health, Medical Applied 
Sciences Program provides students 
with knowledge and experiences 
that will enhance their transition 
into study and work in the areas of 
Health and Medical Sciences by:

Science Programs

• Guidance in the form of a program of 
study at college to achieve their goals 
in the Health & Medical Sciences

• Access to support from teachers.
• Career Guidance
• Opportunities to participate 

in forums and excursions.
• Opportunities to meet 

with professionals.
• Work Experience

Impact:

Students will gain knowledge, 
experience and confidence in making 
choices about their future.
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Elite Sports Program

ELITE SPORT 
PARTNERSHIPS
The College has negotiated numerous 
partnerships with Sporting organisations 
over many years. The AIS has sent 
College aged students to UC SSC Lake 
Ginninderra since the school opened 
in 1987. As a result the College has vast 
experience in catering for Elite athletes.

ELITE SPORT 
ACADEMY
Students in the program receive 
an Elite Sport Uniform as well as 
an option to receive a Clublime 
Platinum Gym Membership through 
our partners at CISAC. The students 
also have information sessions 
presented by guest speakers from 
the AIS as well as excursions to Elite 
Sport facilities across the region.

ELITE SPORT 
COURSES
The College offers gifted sportsmen 
and women the opportunity to 
enhance their sporting talent while 
maintaining their academic studies 
in a supportive environment.

SPORTS 
DEVELOPMENT A/T
Sports Development is integrated 
study that focuses on specialised 
sports development for the individual. 
Students learn about principles of 
high performance, self awareness 
and understanding of their prowess 
in an individual sport. They 
learn about and practice ways of 
maintaining elite performance. This 
course prepares students aspiring 
to participate in elite sport.

UC SSC Lake Ginninderra offers 
this course to students who are 
developing or potential elite athletes 
or officials participating in ACT level 
‘satellite’ programs, aiming to assist 
students to develop in both their 
academic and sporting endeavours.

The study of Sports Development 
provides pathways to further study 
in both tertiary and vocational areas 
as well as providing foundations for 
future involvement in elite sport as a 
competitor, official or administrator.

Students who apply for this course will 
be actively training and competing 
at a state or national level.

Sports Development offers a T 
option for students wanting a more 
academically challenging course that 
can count towards their ATAR. The 
program will also continue to provide 
pastoral care to students assisting with 
balancing the demands of training 
without compromising their study goals.

UNITS
• Personal Development in Sport
• Building an Elite Athlete
• Athletes in Society
• Performance Analysis

EXCURSION OPPORTUNITIES
Elite Sports students are 
offered major excursions.  
Melbourne: Students visit and 
compete against Sports Colleges 
in a range of sports as well as 
professional club environments and 
elite training/playing facilities.
New Zealand: Students visit and 
compete against select NZ Schools 
in Basketball and Volleyball as well as 
participate in recreational activities.
Basketball, Futsal & Volleyball 
school teams are provided multiple 
opportunities to play in regional, 
state and national tournaments.
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The College offers a range 
of vocational courses.

Vocational courses are developed in 
partnership with industry, unions and 
employers. The units articulate with 
further training options and lead directly 
into the workforce in those areas.

Successful completion of these 
courses can lead to a nationally 
recognised Certificate I, II or III.

Vocational Certificates from the following 
Courses will be available at the College:
• Automotive Technology
• Business Services
• Furniture Making
• Hospitality Industry
• Outdoor Recreation
• Sport Recreation and Leadership

Vocational Education courses:
• are developed for students to 

meet the needs and standards 
of industry (employers)

• are competency based. That is, 
students demonstrate their skills 
in the workplace (or simulated 
workplace) environment

• may have a period of ‘on-the-
job’ training with an employer

• contribute towards the Senior 
Secondary Certificate, have national 
recognition and provide pathways to 
further education and employment.

Students who undertake 
vocational (V) courses:
• gain practical work related skills 

that employers recognise

• gain credit transfer and/or advanced 
standing into other training courses

• gain a nationally recognised 
vocational qualification and 
the internationally recognised 
Senior Secondary certificate

• make valuable contacts 
with employers

• “try out” a possible career choice 
before finishing Senior Secondary

• prepare themselves for 
the world of work

APPRENTICESHIPS
Traineeships and apprenticeships sourced 
through the College are known as 
Australian School Based Apprenticeships.

ASbA’s are part-time and incorporate 
all the features of full-time 
traineeships and apprenticeships.

They include:
• a training agreement approved 

by the Office of Training 
and Adult Education

• a formal training program with training 
delivery supported by a registered 
Training Organisation (RTO) that 
leads to a nationally recognised 
qualification. The training program 
may contribute an E course to the 
Senior Secondary Certificate.

• paid employment under an 
appropriate industrial arrangement.

Vocational Programs

• because the trainees and apprentices 
are at school, their ASbA programs 
need to be flexible enough to 
accommodate the students’ 
school, work and training needs.

The time spent at school, at work 
and in training needs to be agreed 
between the employer, the student’s 
parents (or guardian), the school 
and the training organisation.
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Support Programs

STUDENT WELLBEING
The team in Student Services exists 
to help students. There is a member 
of this team who can answer any 
question you may have about College. 
The team includes year 11 and year 12 
student advisors, counsellor, learning 
support staff, careers and transitions 
advisor and administrative staff who 
work together to provide appropriate 
guidance and support for all students.

During their two years at college, 
students have to make many important 
decisions about their study which will 
affect their post-college studies or 
future career directions. College is also 
a period where students experience a 
range of physical, emotional, and social 
changes. The trained, experienced, 
and committed staff in student services 
are there to assist students during this 
crucial time of personal development.

SUPPORT 
GROUPS (SG)
Support Groups (SG’s) deliver the 
College’s pastoral care program. The 
SG teacher delivers aspects of the 
wellbeing program, monitors student 
progress, attendance, and educational 
packages. The Wellbeing program 
has a two-year timetable that actively 
engages students practically and 
theoretically in social, emotional and 
personal development. Activities 
include team building exercises, in class 
activities, guest speakers and whole 

school events. The program contributes 
to the student’s academic record.

SG sessions occur each week and 
provide important and relevant 
information to students regarding class 
changes, package checking, personal 
development, and community services.

LIBRARY AND 
RESOURCE CENTRE
The Library Hub has resources to 
assist students in their study. Our 
dedicated teacher-librarian and library 
staff are happy to help all students 
with assessments, referencing, access 
to academic and scholarly articles, 
and homework help. Additionally, 
the Resource Hub has a Makerspace 
including a Virtual Reality studio 
and Makerspace encompassing 3d 
Printing, podcasting studio, sewing, 
design and crafting tools. The Library 
is always looking for new additions 
to the collection to encourage wide 
reading: in 2022 we have added a 
range of graphic novels as well as 
prizewinners and the latest in fiction.

DISABILITY 
EDUCATION
UC SSC Lake Ginninderra provides an 
inclusive education environment. All 
students receive support from their SG 
teacher, classroom teacher and student 
services. Additional support is available 
for students who meet specific (ACT) 
disability criteria. The Personalised 
Learning Assistance Centre (PLACe) 
helps students to focus on academic 
achievement and personal growth. 
Higher level support in a small group 
program is also available for students 
who need this extra help. Early direct 
contact with the school Student Service 
team will smooth transition to college.

ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
Rigorous training for the ACT 
Scaling Test (AST) is offered 
for students seeking university 
entrance – see later in this book. 
Support for students is also offered 
with the ‘Committing to Success’ 
academic and wellbeing support 
program and ‘Homework Club’. For 
parents and carers our ‘Partners in 
Learning’ initiative that runs across the 
year focuses on supporting your young 
person with college life and study.

WORK EXPERIENCE 
(WEX)
Work Experience is an essential 
experience for students to introduce 
themselves to the working environment. 
Most placements are in the non-teaching 
week/s at the end of each semester, but 
placements during semester are also 
possible. Work experience placements 
contribute R-unit points towards the 
Senior Secondary Certificate.

CAREERS
The Careers Office provides academic, 
career goal and vocational advice. 
Current information is available from all 
major further education providers. The 
careers office can help students to: check 
their academic package; get advice on 
how to enhance their chances of entering 
competitive post college courses; check 
prerequisites for post college courses; 
receive advice and guidance about 
possible pathways and career choices.
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The ACT has a unique system in 
Australian senior secondary education.

ACT secondary colleges have a 
system of continuous assessment with 
results in each semester of year 11 and 
12 contributing to the award of the 
ACT Senior Secondary Certificate. 
Accreditation, assessment procedures 
and certification procedures are 
set by the ACT Board of Senior 
Secondary Studies (ACTBSSS).

The Office of the Board monitors 
college assessment and issues vocational 
and academic certificates. The Board 
and the BSSS Office work with other 
education authorities to ensure that ACT 
academic certificates enjoy acceptance 
by all Australian and overseas university 
admission authorities. Vocational 
certificates issued by the BSSS are 
accepted by Registered Training 
Organisations in all states of Australia.

COURSE 
DEVELOPMENT AND 
ACCREDITATION
ACT Colleges develop courses within 
guidelines and to criteria set by the ACT 
Board of Senior Secondary Studies. 
The Board accredits A, T, C, M and V 
courses, and places R, E and H courses 
on a public Register of Courses.
The board of each school approves 
the curriculum which is taught within 
the school, so that ACT schools offer 
a range of courses suited to the cohort 
of students which attend the school.

UNITS AND COURSES
UNIT
A unit is a combination of learning 
opportunities (lessons, assignments, 
excursions, tests, etc.) organised around 
a particular theme or within a particular 
subject and taken over a specified period.

The value of each unit of study 
is measured in ‘standard units’. A 
standard unit has a value of 1 and is 
usually delivered over a time period 
of 55 hours in one semester. Many 
courses at the college may be studied 
in half- semesters. A unit of study 
occupying a half semester will usually 
have value of 0.5 standard units.

COURSE
A course is a combination of units with 
cohesion of purpose. At UCSSC Lake 
Ginninderra, most A, T, C, M and V 
courses consist of either one semester 
units of 4 lessons per week (value 1.0) 
or half semester units (value 0.5). 
R units may be of shorter duration. 
R units are grouped in R courses 
which are common to all colleges.

COURSE DURATION
MINOR COURSE
– at least 2 standard units.
MAJOR COURSE
– at least 3.5 standard units.
MAJOR MINOR COURSE
– at least 5.5 standard units.
DOUBLE MAJOR COURSE
– at least 7 units with a 
maximum of 8 standard units.

COURSE 
CLASSIFICATIONS
A – an accredited course considered by 
the Board of Senior Secondary Studies to 
be educationally sound and appropriate 
for students studying in Year 11 and 12.
M – an A course which is considered by 
the ACT BSSS to provide appropriate 
educational experiences for students 
satisfying specific disability criteria.
T – an accredited course considered 
by the Board of Senior Secondary 
Studies to provide a good preparation 
for higher education. In considering 

T classification of a course, specific 
consideration is given to course content, 
presentation and methods of assessment.
V – refers to any course where 
teachers deliver nationally recognized 
vocational qualifications.
C – a course which delivers vocational 
qualifications with the college as RTO
E – a V course with external RTO.
H – A course for year 11 and 12 
students which is registered with the 
BSSS and delivered by an Australian 
university. Successful completion 
of the course will be recognised 
towards an undergraduate degree.
R – provides appropriate learning for 
students in Years 11 and 12, usually in 
the form of personal development, 
recreational or community service 
activities. A limit of 5 standard units 
of R classified units may count 
towards minimum Senior Secondary 
certification requirements.

CHOOSING COURSES 
AT COLLEGE
The choice of courses should be a 
cooperative venture involving the 
student, parents, teachers at high school, 
members of the Student Services 
Team and teachers at UCSSC Lake 
Ginninderra. You should consider the 
following when making course choices:
• your interests
• your abilities
• what you want to do after college
• what courses are available at college
Study at college is demanding and you 
should also take this into account when 
choosing courses and levels of study. 
Other matters you need to consider are 
tertiary entrance requirements, CIT/ 
TAFE requirements, apprenticeship 
procedures and employer expectations. 

The ACT
SENIOR SECONDARY SYSTEM
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The ACT
SENIOR SECONDARY SYSTEM

T PACKAGE
Students requiring a Australian 
Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR) for 
admission to university need to choose 
an eligible arrangement of courses 
and sit the ACT Scaling Test (AST) 
This is called a T Package. A standard 
T package includes a minimum of:
• 20 standard units, which must 

include at least 18 units accredited 
as T, A, H, M, C or E and must 
include at least 12.5 ‘T’ units;

• the units must be arranged 
into courses to form one of 
the following patterns:

More than four majors, four 
majors and one minor, OR three 
majors and three minors;
At least three major courses must 
be ‘T’ and one other major or 
minor course must also be ‘T’;
• students must sit for the ACT 

Scaling Test (AST) and make 
a satisfactory attempt
at all components of the test.

AUSTRALIAN 
TERTIARY ADMISSION 
RANK (ATAR)
The completion of a T package does 
not guarantee entry to a university 
course. Standard entry is dependent 
upon achieving an ATAR which together 
with any entry adjustment meets the 
minimum requirement for the course.

THE AGGREGATE 
SCORE
Is the sum of the scaled scores in the best 
three T major courses and 0.6 of the 

score in the next best T course, major or 
minor. It is used to calculate a student’s 
ATAR. This is reported on the Tertiary 
Entrance Statement which, for ATAR 
eligible students, is issued in addition 
to the Senior Secondary Certificate.

SELECTING YOUR 
UNITS TO BEGIN 
COLLEGE
When selecting units for your 
first semester, you are advised to 
consider your career aspirations, 
abilities and interests.
You should also note the following advice:
• Students are to be full time  

i.e. enrolled in at least five units per 
semester, that is, approximately 
19 hours of class contact time per 
week. This ensures that you can 
accumulate 20 standard units by 
the end of 4 semesters at college.

• Students are advised to enrol in 
a balanced academic program.

• Students must complete at least 
a minor in an English course and 
should also study mathematics if 
contemplating an ANU degree.

• Students intending to enrol in more 
than 5 courses should consider 
having one of these as A or R. 
This is to help to keep homework 
loads to a reasonable level.

• If a student does not have a career 
focus requiring all T courses, they 
will be encouraged to study at least 
one vocationally relevant course.

• Apart from an English course all 
courses may be regarded as ‘elective’.

• All courses are equally 
available to students. 

• Students aiming for tertiary 
studies should be aware of current 
tertiary course prerequisites.

• Students need to be aware of 
the requirements of employers. 
Most employers expect 
students to have studied both 
English and Mathematics.

Subject changes are usually made at 
the end of semester. However, after 
an evaluation of their progress, some 
Year 11 students may be advised to 
change courses at the end of Term 1 
so that new majors can be completed 
over the succeeding 7 terms.

The Careers Advisers and other 
members of the Student Services Team 
will provide assistance to students 
and parents in making decisions 
about courses and units of study.

THE YEARS 11 AND 12 
STUDY PROGRAM
Study programs are classified as 
Standard, Repeat, Abridged. Students 
are normally full time (5 classes) unless 
special arrangements are made. The 
requirements outlined in this prospectus 
are for the largest group – Standard 
Programs. Further details on the 
requirements for the other classifications 
can be obtained from Student Services.
Students in Standard Programs should 
enrol with the aim of completing the 
equivalent of five courses over four 
semesters. Some students may take 
three years or more if this is needed. 
Students voluntarily undertaking a heavier 
workload can complete graduation 
requirements in fewer than 4 semesters.

ACT SENIOR 
SECONDARY 
CERTIFICATE - 
A PACKAGE
A student in a standard package 
will qualify for the award of a Senior 
Secondary Certificate on completion of 
an educational program having provided 
a coherent pattern of study and which 
includes 17 standard units minimum.
A minimum of four minor courses 
including English from three  or more 
different courses areas with T, A, H, 
C, E or M course classifications must 
contribute 12 of the minimum 17 units.
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English and English as an 
Additional Language or 

Dialect EAL/D
Studying English or ESL offers students 
the choice of the following courses:
• Contemporary English A
• Essential English A
• English T
• Literature T
• EAL/D A/T

Students in ACT colleges must 
complete at least a minor course in 
English to be eligible for the ACT 
Senior Secondary Certificate.

The choice of an English course depends 
on a student’s future needs and their 
competence in English. The Essential 
English A course has been designed to 
make students more confident users 
of the language. Students with specific 
fundamental literacy needs may apply 
to study Contemporary English. If a 
student seeks entry to university, a CIT 
course, or to go on to an occupation 
with tertiary entrance requirements, 
they should study English T. Literature 
T is a good choice for students with 
a strong personal interest in English, 
and an aptitude for the subject.

EAL/D A/T/M
English as an additional language or 
dialect courses are open to all students 
whose mother tongue is a language 
other than English, including Indigenous 
Australian languages and Kriol. 

COURSE PATTERNS 
Both courses are normally sequential 
and there is a focus on developing 
and strengthening students’ English 
language skills. The T courses aim to 
develop students’ listening, speaking, 
reading, writing, analytical, library 
and research skills to a level suitable 
for entry into a tertiary institution.

ENGLISH T
Two streams are available in the English 
T course. Both are of equivalent 
difficulty, incorporating reading, writing, 
listening and speaking activities to 
make students more aware of the 
power of language in enriching their 
lives and shaping human affairs. The 
fundamental difference between the 
two courses is that English focuses on 
a mixture of contemporary and literary 
texts, whereas Literature focuses on the 
study and analysis of literary texts.

COURSE PATTERNS
Majors and minors are available in English 
T and Literature T. An English/ Literature 
course pattern combining units from 
both courses can be studied as a double 
major, major minor, major or minor. Any 
English/ Literature major, major minor 
or double major must include Unit 4 
from either English or Literature.

ENGLISH A
Two options are available in the 
English A course. Essential English is 
a course designed for students who 
will need English for their future, but 
do not wish to pursue a T course. All 
units incorporate reading, writing, 
listening and speaking activities aimed 
at developing students’ skills and 
allow them to appreciate the power 
of language. Contemporary English 
is an enabling course and is offered 
only to students identified as needing 
literacy support to fully participate 
in subjects across the curriculum.

COURSE PATTERNS
Majors and minors are available in 
Essential English and Contemporary 
English. Students who wish to complete 
further English units as part of their 
Y12 package should investigate the T 
English course. Majors and minors are 
available with all EAL/D courses.
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English and English as an 
Additional Language or 

Dialect EAL/D
Mathematics

MATHEMATICS A/T
Students should choose the course 
which best suits their needs. They 
should talk to their maths teacher at 
high school, college maths teachers, 
and careers advisers about an 
appropriate mathematics course.
Considerations:

• ability and interest in mathematics
• performance in Year 10 mathematics
• the mathematical requirements 

of career preferences

Four T courses in mathematics:
• Mathematical Applications
• Mathematical Methods
• Specialist Methods
• Specialist  Mathematics

Two A courses:
• Essential Mathematics
• Contemporary Mathematics

MATHEMATICAL 

APPLICATIONS T
This course is designed for students 
continuing at university or CIT in subjects 
which involve some mathematics. Such 
subjects include Nursing, Psychology, 
Sociology, Education, Administration 
and Laboratory Technology.
Students who enrol in this course 
should have demonstrated a reasonable 
level of high school achievement. 

COURSE PATTERNS 
Students can complete a major or a 
minor. This course is sequential. 

MATHEMATICAL 
METHODS T
The Mathematical Methods course 
is designed to prepare students 
for university subjects which 
involve a significant amount of 
mathematics, including calculus.
Students who enrol in this course 
should have demonstrated a reasonable 
level of aptitude in previous school 
mathematics studies. The course 
has challenging algebra content.

COURSE PATTERNS
Students can complete a 
major or a minor. 

SPECIALIST 
METHODS T
Specialist Methods focuses on the 
development of the use of calculus and 
statistical analysis. Students who enrol 
in this course will have demonstrated a 
high aptitude in previous mathematics 
studies. The course has a challenging 
level of algebra, so it is expected that 
students are confident and capable 
in the algebra skills of the Australian 
Curriculum 10A course (or equivalent).

COURSE PATTERNS
Students can complete a major or 
a minor. This course is sequential. 
Students can complete a major-
minor or double major in Specialist 

Mathematics by studying Specialist 
Methods in conjunction with 
Specialist Mathematics (only).

SPECIALIST 
MATHEMATICS T
The Specialist Mathematics course 
is designed to prepare students for 
university studies which assume a 
high level of understanding of, and 
creativity in, mathematics. Such 
studies include Scientific Research, 
Actuarial Studies, Engineering, 
Economics and Mathematics itself.
Students who enrol in this course 
will have a very high level aptitude in 
previous school mathematics studies.

COURSE PATTERNS
Students can complete a major-
minor or double major in Specialist 
Mathematics studying it in conjunction 
with Specialist Methods. A minor 
or major are not available.

ESSENTIAL 
MATHEMATICS A
This A course is designed to meet 
the needs of students who wish to 
enter work or continue training in 
areas which require the application 
of basic mathematical and statistical 
techniques. The course emphasises the 
practical applications of mathematics.

CONTEMPORARY 
MATHEMATICS A
This course is designed to meet the 
needs of students who are not otherwise 
catered for. The major themes of 
Contemporary Mathematics A are the 
numeracy skills required in employment 
and management of personal finances.  

COURSE PATTERNS
Students can complete a major 
or a minor in A courses
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Science

Science is a dynamic, collaborative 
human activity that uses distinctive 
ways of valuing, thinking and working 
to understand natural phenomena. It is 
based on people’s motivations to follow 
their curiosity and wonder about the 
physical, biological and technological 
world. With some scientific knowledge, 
people can use their understandings with 
confidence in helping to explain what is 
going on around them in their daily lives. 
There is a Science at College for 
everyone, from units that may satisfy 
a particular interest to demanding 
academic units for those wishing to 
pursue Science at Tertiary level.

BIOLOGY T
This practical course enables students 
with an interest in Biology to study it 
at an advanced level. It is appropriate 
for students intending to pursue 
careers in areas such as physiology, 
nursing, paramedical or medical fields, 
wildlife biology, zoology, botany, 
forestry and national resources.

COURSE PATTERNS
All units are sequential, to achieve 
a minor students will need to 
successfully complete;
Unit 1: Biodiversity and 
Interconnectedness and
Unit 2: Cells and Multicellular Organisms.
A major will consist of the units above 
and  

Unit 3: Heredity & Continuity of Life and  
Unit 4: Maintaining the Internal 
Environment.

HUMAN BIOLOGY A/T
Human Biology covers a wide range 
of ideas relating to the functioning 
of the human body. Students learn 
about themselves, relating structure to 
function. They learn how integrated 
regulation allows individuals to survive 
in a changing environment and 
maintain homeostasis. They research 
new discoveries that are increasing 
our understanding of the causes of 
dysfunction, which can lead to new 
treatments and preventative measures. 
Reproduction and the development 
of the foetus are studied in order to 
understand the sources of variation that 

make each of us unique individuals. 

COURSE PATTERNS
Units are sequential, to achieve 
a minor students will need to 
successfully complete:
Unit 1: The Essentials of Human Life 
Unit 2: The Aging Human Body
To achieve a major students 
will also need to complete:
Unit 3: The Aging Human Body
Unit 4: Treating the Human Body
A major will consist of the 
four units above.

PREREQUISITES
Science to Year 10 is an advantage.

MORE ABOUT BIOLOGY 
AND HUMAN BIOLOGY
Biology is the scientific study of living 
organisms and their environment.
The course will enhance students 
understanding of the natural 
world and the place of people 
and other organisms within it. 
It includes knowledge and curiosity 
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about human life and health, how 
humans interact with the natural world 
and the need to sustain the complex 
interactions that make possible 
the diversity of life on Earth.
Developments in technology, including 
biotechnology, have presented society 
with the need to make decisions 
about a range of public issues such 
as conservation, management of 
resources, genetic engineering, 
reproductive technology and medical 
research. The study of Biology will 
assist students to make decisions in 
these controversial areas and help 
them contribute to informed debate.

Students will find the study of 
Biology enjoyable and relevant. Its 
broad base of knowledge can lead to 
employment and /or further study. 

EARTH AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
SCIENCE T
Earth and Environmental Science is 
a multifaceted field of inquiry that 
focuses on interactions between the 
solid Earth, its water, its air and its 
living organisms, and on dynamic, 
interdependent relationships that 
have developed between these four 
components. Earth and environmental 
scientists consider how these 
interrelationships produce environmental 
change at a variety of timescales.
The course provides students with 
a suite of skills and understandings 
that are valuable to a wide range of 
further study pathways and careers 
both at CIT/TAFE and University.

COURSE PATTERNS
This course is sequential and units will 
be offered over the two years to allow 
students to complete a Major course 
of study. In Earth and Environmental 
Science, students develop their 
understanding of the ways in which 
interactions between Earth systems 
influence Earth processes, environments 
and resources. There are four units:

Unit 1: Introduction to Earth Systems  
Unit 2: Earth processes 
Unit 3: Living on Earth 
Unit 4: The Changing Earth.

CHEMISTRY T
Chemistry is an essential choice if 
students intend to proceed to tertiary 
study in almost any field of science, 
engineering and health sciences. The 
chemistry course allows students to 
select units during Year 12 according 
to their interests and includes a 
more student directed research 
option for those who demonstrate 
very good progress in Year 11.
Students wanting an overview of the 
subject should study a minor comprising 
of the two Year 11 units. Those wishing to 
prepare adequately for tertiary studies in 
related areas should complete a major.

COURSE PATTERNS
The course is sequential in Year 11 and 12.
Course patterns chemistry 

Minor
Unit 1 Chemical Fundamentals 

Unit 2 Molecular Interactions 
and reactions

Major
Minor plus

Unit 3 Equilibrium, Acids 
and Redox Reactions

Unit 4 Structure, Synthesis and Design

MORE ABOUT CHEMISTRY
Chemistry is the study of matter and its 
reactions. As such it provides an insight 
into what things around us are made 
of and how they are made. The nature 
of the subject ensures that practical 
work is an integral part of the course.
It is an enabling course which is 
fascinating in its own right as well as 
underpinning medicine, metallurgy, 
environmental studies, food processing, 
agriculture, forensics, oceanography, 
genetic engineering, veterinary 
science, conservation of art materials, 
wine making and many others.
The course is sequential for both years 
11 and 12, student must complete both 
Year 11 units to receive an minor and 
all four units to receive and major.
Examples of people who use 
Chemistry in their daily lives include:
• Forensic Scientists
• Vets
• Doctors/ Nurses
• Engineers
• Physiotherapists
• Dentists
• Chiropractors
• Geologists
• Biochemists
• Pharmacists
• Oceanographers
• Science Teachers

PHYSICS T
This course is designed to develop 
an understanding of the fundamental 
concepts of physics together with the 
skills of problem solving, report writing 
and communication. Students will need 
to have good mathematical skills. Physics 
is essential for careers in physics and 
engineering and recommended for others 
such as architecture, medicine and design.

COURSE PATTERNS
This course is sequential in 
Years 11 and 12.
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Minor
Unit 1 Linear Motion & Waves,  
Unit 2 Thermal, Nuclear & Electrical 
Physics 

Major 
The above units,  

Unit 3 Gravity and Electromagnetism, 

Unit 4 Revolutions in Modern Physics

PREREQUISITES
Level 1 Year 10 Science and Maths or A/B 
grades in Level 2 Yr 10 Science and Maths

MORE ABOUT PHYSICS
Physics is the area of knowledge 
that is concerned with the structure 
of the universe and the best 
explanations of natural phenomena.

An understanding of physics 
underpins all branches of science. 
Its processes, attitudes and values 
are powerful ways of generating new 
ideas. Studying this subject develops 
the ability to carry out scientific 
enquiry with creativity, responsibility, 
confidence and  competence.

To cater for students with different 
interests and needs, after a sequential 
introduction in Year 11, students may 
choose to follow different pathways. 
To succeed in this course students will 
need good mathematical skills and 
should also be studying the Mathematics 
Methods course, or achieving very good 
results in Mathematics Applications.

PSYCHOLOGY A/T 
Psychology is the study of the human 
mind and behaviour. Students develop an 
understanding of themselves and others 
by exploring the interactions between 
the individuals and groups as well as the 
roles of biological and environmental 
factors. The study of Psychology 
enables learners to understand how 
individuals think, feel and act within 
different contexts. Such knowledge has 
the potential to empower and enhance 
individual abilities and facilitate awareness 
of the human condition, along with 
tolerance and respect for others. 

UNITS: 
Self and Identity 
Cognition and Emotions 
Normality and 
Abnormality 
Groups and Society 

INTERDISCIPLINARY 
SCIENCE A/T
Students explore key concepts and 
models that exemplify the role of 
Science in society. They learn how 
an understanding of Science is 
central to solving some of the key 
issues facing a globalised society. 
The subject explores ways in which 
scientists work collaboratively and 
individually in integrated fields 
to increase understanding of 
interconnected scientific knowledge.

Students are encouraged to examine 
and reconsider their understanding 
of scientific concepts, their inquiry 
methods and phenomena.

Interdisciplinary Science equips students 
with the skills to be independent thinkers 
and life-long learners. Students who 
undertake Interdisciplinary Science have 

a general interest in science as a subject 
and are looking to have a broad package 
without specialising in a particular science.

COURSE PATTERNS
Minor and major courses are available.

Unit 1: Scientific Controversies  
Students will study scientific controversies 
that have significant interdisciplinary 
elements. Students will examine 
theories, concepts and principles from 
different fields within the sciences 
to reach an informed conclusion.

Unit 2: Hidden Science 
Hidden science may be explored 
through investigation of one or more 
scientific issues, topics or case studies. 

Unit 3: Science In Context 
Students will learn that scientific 
breakthrough is developed and applied 
within a context. Students analyse 
contextual factors contributing to past 
discoveries such as culture, geography, 
economics, and other factors. 

Unit 4: Science Innovations 
Students will study research and how it 
can be applied to address an existing 
or emerging problem. Students will 
scan broad areas such as sociology, 
psychology, health, technology and 
industry to identify problems. 

Unit 5: Independent Study 
An independent study is available 
for qualified students.
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Commerce

ECONOMICS A/T 
Economics is a study of the actions of 
individuals and societies, particularly 
as they relate to choices about 
satisfying needs and wants, and the 
utilisation of scarce resources. It 
uses theories and models to attempt 
to explain these behaviours. 

Students develop their knowledge and 
understanding of the structure and 
operation of Economic models. They 
examine the relationship between 
theory and practice including the role 
of stakeholders and decision-making. 
Students develop insights into the 
ways and the impact of change on 
the economic environment. This 
course examines representations and 
interpretations of economic issues.

Students develop the skills to create 
innovative solutions to Economic 
problems. They will research and 
analyse information to present logical 
and coherent arguments through an 
inquiry approach to learning.  Students 
will assess the ethical implications and 
consequences of a changing commercial 

environment. Skills implicit in the study 
of Economics empower students to 
communicate in a variety of contexts. 

The study of Economics enables 
learners to develop their knowledge, 
understanding and skills to enhance 
the well-being of all citizens 
locally, nationally and globally.

This course provides continuity 
with many pathways into tertiary 
and industry studies.

BUSINESS A/T
Business is the study of the essential 
planning requirements ranging from a 
small business to the broader roles of 
management, finance, human resource 
management, marketing, e-business, 
ethical practices, sustainability and 
the impacts of implications of the 
future business environment.

Students develop their knowledge and 
understanding of the structure and 
operation of Business models. They 
examine the relationship between 
theory and practice including the 

role of stakeholders and decision-
making. Students develop insights into 
the ways and the impact of change 
on the business environment. 

Students develop the skills to create 
innovative solutions to business 
problems. They will research and 
analyse information to present logical 
and coherent arguments through an 
inquiry approach to learning. Students 
will assess the ethical implications and 
consequences of a changing business 
environment. Skills implicit in the 
study of Business empower students to 
communicate in a variety of contexts. 

The study of Business enables learners to 
develop their knowledge, understanding 
and skills to enhance the well-being of all 
citizens locally, nationally and globally. 

The Business course provides 
continuity with many pathways into 
tertiary and industry studies.
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Humanities 
& SOCIAL SCIENCES

All of the existing Humanities and Social 
Science courses are being revised.
New courses will have a fifth unit: 
Independent Study, a unit that 
empowers students to make decisions 
about their own learning.
All courses are available as Minor (2-3 
units) or Major (3.5 - 5 units) courses.

GEOGRAPHY A/T
Geography provides a structured, 
disciplinary framework to investigate 
and analyse a range of challenges 
and associated opportunities facing 
Australia and the global community. 

It enables students to appreciate the 
complexity of our world and the diversity 
of its environments, economies and 
cultures and their interconnectedness. 

Students can use this knowledge 
to promote a more sustainable 
way of life and awareness of 
social and spatial inequalities. 

UNITS: 
Natural and Ecological Hazards
Sustainable Place
Land Cover Transformations
Global Transformations

LEGAL STUDIES A/T
Legal Studies explores the law, and its 
institutions and processes, in a social, 
economic and political context allowing 

students to investigate, question, and 
evaluate their personal view of the 
world and society’s collective future.

Students develop their knowledge 
and understanding about how 
legal systems and their impact. 

Students will evaluate the effectiveness 
of laws, institutions and processes, and 
consider opportunities for reform. 

UNITS: 
Crime, Justice & Legal System
Civil Law & Dispute Resolution
Law, Government & Society

International Relations & Law

SOCIOLOGY A/T
Sociology is the study of how 
individuals and groups think, feel 
and behave. Students develop an 
understanding of themselves and others 
by exploring the roles and interactions 
between individuals and society.
Students develop skills which promote 
objective thinking and apply evidence-
based research for understanding 
and interpreting human behaviour. 
This course enables students to 
understand how individuals function 
within different contexts. Such knowledge 
has the potential to empower and 
enhance individual abilities and facilitate 
awareness of the human condition, along 
with tolerance and respect for others. 

UNITS: 
Identity
Sociology of Social Justice
Cultural Icons
Power and Institutions

GLOBAL STUDIES 
By undertaking Global Studies, students 
come to appreciate the nature of global 
politics. They examine what can be 
achieved, and why there is a plurality of 
views on the decisions about progress 
and reform. Students explore how 
its key participants respond to global 
challenges and collectively create 
opportunities for the betterment of 
the world. A focus of analysis is the 
choice between pursuing self-interest 
and the collective good. The course 
serves as a basis for further education, 
employment and active citizenship.

UNITS: 
Global Actors
Global Processes
Global Challenges
Global Opportunities
Independent Unit

The course provides students with 
• a greater understanding of  

themselves, cultures and values 
• a broader general knowledge of 

Australia and our relationships 
with the rest of the world 

• skills in research, interpretation 
and analysis 

• the opportunity to become 
informed, active citizens 

• a chance to delve into politics, 
cultural studies, global issues 
and international relations 

Global Studies would be valuable 
for students who have an interest 
in interdisciplinary studies, politics, 
philosophy, journalism, diplomacy, 
cultural studies, history, science, 
legal studies, languages, humanities, 
economics, business studies, arts, 
international relations, Defence 
careers, the United Nations, aid 
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Humanities 
& SOCIAL SCIENCES

organisations, policy development, 
global citizenship and leadership.

MODERN HISTORY A/T
The Modern History curriculum 
enables students to study the forces 
that have shaped today’s world and 
provides them with a broader and 
deeper comprehension of the world 
in which they live. The focus is on the 
20th century providing opportunities 
to make connections with the 
changing world of the 21st century.

Modern History enhances students’ 
curiosity and imagination and their 
appreciation of larger themes, individuals, 
movements, events and ideas that have 
shaped the contemporary world. 

Students pose increasingly complex 
questions and are introduced to the 
complexities associated with the 
changing nature of evidence.

UNITS: 
Understanding the Modern World 
Change in the 20th Century
Modern Nations
The Modern World since 1945

ANCIENT HISTORY A/T
The Ancient History curriculum enables 
students to study life in early civilisations 
based on the analysis and interpretation 
of physical and written remains. 

Ancient History stimulates students’ 
curiosity and imagination and enriches 
their appreciation of humanity and 
the value of the ancient past. It shows 
how the world and its people have 
changed, as well as the significant 
legacies that exist into the present. 

Students develop skills in analysis and 

investigate ancient societies with an 
in-depth study of specific features that 
further develops their historical skills. 

Students develop transferable skills 
associated with the process of historical 
inquiry. They challenge accepted theories.

UNITS: 
Investigating The Ancient World
Ancient Societies
People, Power & Authority
Reconstruct the Ancient World

PHILOSOPHY
Philosophy is the study of humanity’s 
most important and influential ideas. 
Through the study of philosophy we are 
pushed to question and interrogate how 
and why we make the decisions we do. 

What do we value? What do we consider 
to be true? What are our unconscious 
biases? How are we influenced by our 

parents, our teachers and society? 
This course is built to develop and test 
students’ critical thinking, problem solving 
and decision making skills, skills which 
are extremely valuable for success in the 
AST and highly sought after in 21 century 
workplaces. Students work to challenge 
assumptions, to develop and present 
logical, reasoned and coherent arguments 
and to prepare for a life of learning. 
 UNITS:
Ethics
Epistemology
Metaphysics
Philosophy of 
Language
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Information Technology

WHY STUDY 
INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY?
When you study Information Technology, 
you are preparing yourself for our 
rapidly transforming global, societal 
and employment landscapes. Through 
Information Technology you will explore 
the systems that power our digital world, 
and engage with the design process to 
create solutions for your preferred future. 

ROBOTICS AND 
MECHATRONICS A/T
provides opportunities for students 
to design and construct electronic, 
mechatronic, and software engineering 
solutions. Students build core 
skills through design thinking, the 
development of smart systems; 
designing systems that meet real-life 
human needs; and building controlled 
and autonomous robotic systems.

BUILDING & PROGRAMMING 
CIRCUITS  
provides opportunities for students 
to learn about the components 
of electronics and the design and 
construction of electronic systems. 

DIGITAL & ANALOG 
INTERACTIONS 
provides opportunities for students 
to investigate and program 
microcontrollers and control systems. 

ROBOTICS & MECHATRONIC 
SYSTEMS  
guides students to critically analyse the 
effect that robotics and mechanised 
systems have on human society, 
built and natural environments 
and general well-being. 

DATA SCIENCE A/T 
is an interdisciplinary field that 
uses scientific methods, processes, 
algorithms and systems to extract 
knowledge and insights from many 

structural and unstructured data. Data 
science is related to data mining, 
machine learning and big data. Data 
science is the “fourth paradigm” 
of science (empirical, theoretical, 
computational and now data-driven).

DATA REPRESENTATION AND 
ANALYSIS  
looks at where data comes from, 
having intuitions about what could 
be learned or extracted from it, being 
able to use computational tools to 
digitally manipulate data, visualise 
it and identifying patterns, trends, 
and communicate about it are the 
primary skills addressed in the unit. 

BIG DATA ANALYSIS AND 
TECHNIQUES  
develops a well-rounded and balanced 
view about data in the world, including 
the positive and negative effects 
of it, and develop skills of how to 
use data analysis process, relevant 
algorithms and techniques and 
computational tools to analyse big 
data with multidisciplinary approach.

MACHINE LEARNING  
shows students how to apply learning 
algorithms to analyse datasets from a 
range of sources relevant to real life to 
build models or applications in order 
to predict or have social impacts. 

DATA RESEARCH PROJECT  
will show students how to use 
computational tools to quickly analyse 
vast amount of data and clearly 
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present the conclusion drawn from 
it and develop good and complex 
computational artefacts to best 
inform and to maximise the impact. 

DIGITAL 
TECHNOLOGIES A/T 
shows students the foundations of 
cybersecurity. Students build core skills 
through programming, cryptography, 
reverse engineering, network exploitation, 
and ethical hacking. Students will engage 
in multiple rounds of capture the flags 
(CTFs) to test and hone their skills and 
incorporate their learning into their study.
DIGITAL ASSETS  
develops the skills and knowledge 
required to interpret and create digital 
assets for a range of purposes and 
audiences. Students will learn about 
file system and content organisation 
architecture, design philosophies as well 
as fault finding and troubleshooting skills 

PROGRAMS AND PLATFORMS 
Students will develop their algorithmic 
thinking skills in order to design 
and build systems that make use 
of the interconnected nature of 
various platform elements. 

DIGITAL SOLUTIONS  
Students will develop their problem 
solving skills by working through the 
discovery process, interpretation, 
ideation, experimentation, visual 
and design thinking processes, and 
evaluation of design solutions. 

STRUCTURED PROJECT  
Students will develop and refine 
their project management and 
design skills in order to develop and 
design solutions for projects that 
have a clearly defined structure. 

BUSINESS 
SERVICES A/V
Business Services is designed for 
students interested in a career where 
skills in business administration will 
be valued. Students in this course 
will become familiar with a range 
of business software packages and 
administration skills ranging from client 
service to records management.

The emphasis of this vocational 
course is on the practical approach 
which is extended to both 
individual and group activities

COURSE PATTERNS
This course is sequential with 
four consecutive units to be 
completed over two years.
Units are semester-length (value 1.0) 
but half semester units (value0.5) 
are available within them.

MAKERSPACE 
The development of UCSSC Lake 
Ginninderra College’s twenty-first 
century library includes a Makerspace. 
The space provides students and 
staff an opportunity to explore areas 
of interest. Students and the staff 
work collaboratively to develop and 
maintain the space while exploring and 
learning with crosscurricular links. 

The project aligns with the  Academic 
Excellence Program provides 
interdisciplinary opportunities for 
students. The space is a valuable 
school resource providing students in 
the fields of Information Technology, 
Engineering, Technology and the Arts 
with enrichment opportunities through 
independent inquiry and exploration. 

The Makerspace is open during library 
hours and students utilise the space 
independently but also seek guidance 
from teachers based in the library. The 
Makerspace is open to all students at all 
times. Targeted workshops focusing on 
particular skills are hosted in this space 
supporting other school-wide initiatives 
such as sustainability and crafternoon. 
Workshops are hosted by teachers and 
students with appropriate expertise. The 
motto of the space #transfermadskillz 
was determined by students and 
encapsulates the space’s true purpose.

EXAMPLES OF PAST AND 
PLANNED WORKSHOPS
• 3D Masterclass 

• How to build a PC 

• Beeswax Wraps 

• Paper crafts 

• Sewing 

• Felting 

• LSU workshops 

• Legacy Project

• Robotics
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Modern Languages

The following language courses 
are offered at the college:

• Japanese A/T

• Spanish A/T

Courses are studied at three levels; 
‘Beginning’, ‘Continuing’, ‘Advanced’.

• Beginning courses are for 
students with very little or no 
experience of the language

• Continuing courses are for 
students with three or more years 
of experience at high school

• Advanced courses are for students 
with near native fluency.

Learning languages widens horizons, 
broadens cognitive and cultural 
experience, and develops communicative 
and intercultural capabilities. It opens new 
perspectives for learners, in terms of their 
own language and cultural practices. 

Learning languages strengthens 
intellectual and analytical capability and 
enhances creative and critical thinking. 

Students develop an understanding of the 
nature of language (including linguistic 
and stylistic features), of culture, and 
of the process of communication. They 
develop understanding of how values 
and culture shape a learner’s world view.

Learning languages extends the learner’s 
understanding of themselves, their 
heritage, values, culture, and identity. 
Students develop intercultural capability 
through links with embassies and 
respect for, diversity and difference, 
and openness to different perspectives 
and experiences. Learning languages 
contributes to strengthening the 
community’s social, economic, and 
international development capabilities. 

Students learn to reorganise their 
thinking to accommodate the structure 
of another language. They develop 
cognitive flexibility and problem-solving 
ability, which can be applied when 
problems and solutions are not evident.

UNITS 
THE INDIVIDUAL 
Students explore ways of belonging and 
reflect upon their own expression of 
identity through the target language. 

SOCIETY AND COMMUNITY 
Students learn through the target 
language how to engage in diverse 
cultural practices and consider 
these in relation to their own. 

THE CHANGING WORLD 
Students explore, through the 
target language, challenges and 
opportunities to share responsibilities. 

DIVERSE PERSPECTIVES 
In this unit students learn how culture 
and language are expressed and 
appreciated in diverse mediums to 
communicate, sustain and challenge 
thinking, behaviour and systems. 

OTHER LANGUAGES 
Additional language may be offered 
subject to demand via third party 
institutions such as the Canberra 
Academy of Languages (CAL). 

Inquiries welcome.
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The Technology curriculum offers 
a wide variety of courses. Courses 
offered include Furniture Making, Metal 
Products Automotive Technology, 
Design and Emerging Technologies, 
Hospitality and Design and Graphics..

A feature of the technology curriculum 
is that vocationally and academically 
oriented programs are offered. 
Students wanting to enter a trade find 
that courses provide a direct link to 
employment or trade education.

T courses are offered in Design and 
Emerging Technologies and 
Design and Graphics.

All courses give students the 
new century skills needed for 
employment or further study.

AUTOMOTIVE 
TECHNOLOGY A/V
The Automotive Technology course 
offers students opportunities to 
develop a wide range of skills and 
knowledge within the Automotive 
industry. Students experience working 
with small engines, electrical systems 
and light vehicle systems such as 
suspension, brakes and steering.
In addition it enables students to gain 
nationally recognised automotive 
technology vocational qualifications 
and advanced standing in Automotive 
Technology Trade courses offered by the 
CIT and TAFE institutions in other states.

COURSE PATTERNS
Studied as an A minor, A/V major, or as a 
major minor (with the work placements). 
Students who successfully complete the 
two year major (including Vocational 
Competencies) will be awarded the 
nationally recognised Certificate.

FURNITURE 
MAKING A/V
This wood based course is for students 
who enjoy working with wood. Successful 
completion of this course can give the 
student the opportunity of gaining 
advanced standing in some of the 
subjects should they wish to pursue a 
career in wood based occupations such 
as carpentry, cabinet making, shop fitting, 
forestry, or kitchen  manufacturing.

COURSE PATTERNS
Students would normally study 
Fundamentals, Trade Skills, Joinery 
and Finishing and Project Assembly.

The units of study combine to provide 
a wide variety of experiences in 
designing, constructing, and applying 
different finishes to a range of projects. 

Naturally, there is an advantage in 
completing all four units. The last unit 
is very popular, as there is the free 
choice option for the final project.

METAL PRODUCTS A
The study of Metal Products provides 
opportunities for students to engage 
with emerging technologies, make 
connections with industry, apply 
standards and practices through the 
manufacturing of their metal projects.

This course is intended to meet the 
needs of students who have a general 
interest in industrial technology trades 
as well as those intending to choose a 
career pathway into traditional metal 
trades and related service industries.

Students develop relevant technical, 
vocational and interpersonal skills suitable 
for employment and further training.

COURSE PATTERNS
Students would normally study Metal 
Products across 4 semester units.
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DESIGN & EMERGING 
TECHNOLOGIES A/T     
Design and Emerging Technology offers 
students a range of career pathways 
in design in fields such as engineering, 
fashion, furniture, jewellery, textile and 
ceramics, at both professional and 
vocational levels. Students will also be 
able to understand how the selection 
and use of technologies contributes to 
a sustainable and improved future. 
Students will have opportunities to use 
design thinking and apply creativity 
through structured, collaborative and 
project-based learning, solve problems, 
develop practical skills and apply critical 
thinking in the development of new ideas. 
Students will consider and use global 
perspectives, identify ethical issues related 
to the technologies in relevant industries 
and the sustainability of solutions as they 
manage projects from beginning to end.

UNITS

DESIGN PROCESSES   
A design process is the central framework 
that designers use to create innovative 
ideas and solutions. This unit gives 
students the opportunity to apply 
a staged design process to develop 
design solutions. They will apply design 
thinking in a focus area such as creating 
products, systems or environments. 

PRODUCT DESIGN  
Designers play a vital role in shaping the 
way we live through the design of the 
products that surround us. This unit gives 
students the opportunity to develop a 
user centred product while considering 
the social, ethical and environmental 
responsibilities of designers. 

DESIGN FOR MANUFACTURING 
Design for manufacture explores the way 
in which design solutions are produced 

using existing and emerging technologies. 
The focus of this unit is on production 
processes, prototyping, manufacturing, 
economy of scale, material properties 
and emerging technologies. 

INNOVATION AND DESIGN  
Authentic innovation in design can 
be achieved by combining process 
thinking with new ideas and existing and 
emerging technology. This unit offers 
students the opportunity to explore 
an area of futuristic design concepts 
within the focus areas of systems, 
product or environment design.

NEGOTIATED STUDY  
In this unit, students will study an area 
of special interest to be decided upon 
by a class, group(s), or an individual 
student in consultation with the teacher 
and with the Principal’s approval. 

DESIGN & 
GRAPHICS A/T     
The study of Design and Graphics 
focusses on exploring the purposeful 
use of technologies and creative 
processes to produce design solutions. 
Students acquire knowledge and 
develop skills using technologies and 
other processes appropriately, to 
design and create graphic solutions. 

Design and Graphics provides pathways 
in a range of related fields such as 

architecture, digital 3D modelling, 
industrial design, engineering, interior 
design, graphic design, furniture design, 
fashion, jewellery, ceramics, textiles, and 
trade-based careers. 
 
UNITS

DESIGN APPLICATIONS  
Students learn graphic design principles 
which focus on solving design problems, 
presenting ideas and solutions as 
graphical products. They explore a range 
of mediums to create practical solutions 
to design problems. The purpose of 
this unit is to build skills and create a 
finished product for a specified purpose.

DESIGN FOR A CLIENT BRIEF 
Students learn how to interpret a 
design brief based on needs analysis 
and task identification. They research 
the client’s and target users/audience 
needs considering ethical considerations, 
financial constraints and affordances, 
meeting deadlines and deliver a 
product that is fit for purpose.

VISUAL COMMUNICATION 
Students learn to use graphics to 
inspire, inform or persuade a target 
audience using a range of graphical 
techniques. Drawing on current issues 
in society, students create a visual 
campaign in response to a design brief.

DESIGN FOR SCREEN & MEDIA  
Students develop designs for a range of 
platforms including social media, video 
sharing, digital newspapers and mobile 
platforms. They research how the relevant 
technology can be used to meet the 
requirements of a brief. Students develop 
skills to solve problems in converting 
products across multiple platforms.

INDEPENDENT UNIT 
Unit available for qualified students. 

Design and Graphics
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VISUAL AND PERFORMING

VISUAL ARTS A/T
Now is the best time to start studying 
Art because there are so many different 
forms which can be related to a wide 
variety of subjects, issues and ideas.

The Visual Art course aims to heighten 
awareness of the environment and to help 
develop skills, knowledge and techniques.

Students are encouraged to work with the 
teacher and independently to maximise 
their individual skills and to broaden not 
only their own cultural awareness, but 
also that of their peers and colleagues 
through a variety of College events.

COURSE PATTERNS
This course is non- sequential 
and students can enter the course 
at any stage, but foundation 
units are recommended.

All semester units are A/T

DESIGN AND 
TEXTILES A/T
Design and Textiles form an integral 
part of our culture, history and daily 
lives. This course aims to provide 
students with a theoretical knowledge 
of fibre, fabric, fashion and design, as 
well as skill in practical application.
It is suited to students wishing to pursue 
further studies in the fashion industry and 
those who enjoy an ongoing interest.

Students engage with established 
methodologies for generating creative 
textile design concepts, how designers 
create for end purpose, the future of 
design within the context of textiles, 
tools and processes to create products 
for the 21st century, sustainability, and 
conveying visual messages in textiles 
and design. Classes contain a mixture 
of students studying A and T courses.

COURSE PATTERNS
This course is sequential. All 
semester units are A/T

MEDIA A/T
Students study Media simply because 
of an interest in learning more about 
the production of film, video and 
sound. Also, because it is a subject 
which emphasises communication skills 
and working with others. It is a subject 
that can make students much more 
valuable to a prospective employer. It 
will make you a better communicator 
and a better organiser. It also helps 
students to think creatively, and to 
persevere and complete a project.

A Media major or minor can provide 
a head start in any tertiary arts course. 
Media T studies can count toward 
the Senior Secondary Certificate and 
university entrance requirements.

Some students study Media to gain a 
greater awareness of its impact on society.
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PHOTOGRAPHY A/T
Photography has become part of 
everyone’s life. Selecting photography as 
part of a study package gives students 
the chance to be creative and to 
develop visual communications skills.
Students planning a career in this field 
will have the opportunity to assemble a 
folio of work suitable for interviews for 
employment purposes or further study. 
Photography is a creative subject which 
can balance an academic package.
The Photography A and T courses 
are designed to provide a firm basis of 
knowledge for aspiring photographers 
and for students studying related 
visual communication courses.
Both give ample scope for serious 
studies in all aspects of black and white, 
digital and colour photography.

PHOTOGRAPHY A
The theory, skills and concepts are 
the same as the T course and are 
ideal for students wanting to add 
a creative subject for balance

PHOTOGRAPHY T
In this T course students are expected 
to undertake research related to 
various aspects of photography, 
as well as complete the same class 
based activities as A students.

COURSE PATTERNS
Photography is best studied in the 
order that units are offered. 

ARTS EXTENSION
Some of the Enrichment Options 
in the Arts
• Theatre Productions
• AusDance Youth Dance Festival
• Dance Festival
• Photography Studio work
• Live recording in Multimedia Studio
• Photographic Exhibitions
• Drama Festivals/Museum Theatre
• Local and National Competitions
• Local and National Exhibitions
• Fashion Parades

DRAMA A/T/R
Drama builds confidence, empathy, 
understanding about human experience, 
and a sense of identity and belonging. 
Students develop self-management, 
problem solving, leadership and 
interpersonal skills. They learn to be 
resourceful, critical, and creative thinkers, 
and develop capacity to take risks. 
Students experience the challenge and 
pleasure that comes from the study 
of drama that can be transferred to a 
range of careers and situations. The 
Drama A & T courses are designed to 
develop production skills in a range of 
dramatic mediums to present projects 
in ways that engage target audiences.

COURSE PATTERNS
Units are offered in an order which 
develops skills and knowledge.

COLLEGE 
PRODUCTIONS

Any student engaged in an Arts program 
of study can find a role in productions 
which is recognised by R units. To take 
part in college productions and Musicals 
students may choose to audition for on- 
stage roles, design or paint sets, design or 
take photographs for the programmme, 
join the stage crew or play in the band.

MUSIC A/T
Students have access to both acoustic 
and electronic instruments or can 
choose to use their own equipment. 

Students in all units have an opportunity 
to create, perform and record their own 
compositions in the music studios.

Students have many opportunities to 
perform at college in activities such as 
Arts Night, Lake Idol, Wellbeing Chill 
Weeks, Open Night, Graduation, the 
College Musical, as well as outside the 
college at competitions and concerts 
organised by other organisations.

A COURSE
Designed for any student wishing to 
develop their knowledge and skills in 
music. All levels of instrumental players 
are welcome; however, some basic 
knowledge of music and instrumental 
experience is an advantage.
This course is mostly practical 
with students being given the 
opportunity to play their instrument 
individually and in a group. 
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The music reading and written work 
components will allow students to 
compose their own music. There 
are no compulsory units in this 
course and students have many 
opportunities to join the program. 

T COURSE 
This course assumes students have 
a formal knowledge of traditional 
music notation, developed literacy 
and performance skills and a general 
knowledge of some musical styles.

It is designed to accommodate levels 
from Grade 3 and upward. The course 
provides a wide range of activities 
and students will improve their 
knowledge and skills in all  areas of 
music including performing solo and, 
in a group, improvising, composing, 
arranging, analysis and appraising.

COURSE PATTERNS 
Major or minor course types are available.

DANCE A/T
Dance is the language of movement. 
It is an art form which uses the body as 
an instrument of communication and 
creativity. Dance offers opportunities 
for students to derive a sense of 
wellbeing, self-esteem and the social 
skills to work collaboratively.

Both courses are designed for 
students who value dance as an art 
form and a medium for personal 
development. The T course also 
caters for students aiming at tertiary 
studies in dance and selected areas.

COURSE PATTERNS
Dance courses are available as minor, 
major and double major options.
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Outdoor Education

OUTDOOR & 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
EDUCATION T
This Tertiary course combines theoretical 
knowledge with practical skills. Students 
will learn to understand the role of the 
environment in mental and physical 
health. Practical skills will enable 
students to safely and respectfully 
participate in physical activity in diverse 
outdoor environments. Students will 
learn risk management, leadership and 
social skills, whilst developing insights 
into environmental sustainability.

The course is aimed at students who 
wish to include vibrant and challenging 
adventure activities and environmental 
studies as part of their tertiary program. 
The course will be relevant to students 
who have an interest in recreation and 
the natural environment, or who may 
be considering careers in the recreation, 
environment or related industries. This 
may include entry to various outdoor 
education, recreation or environmental 
studies courses at university, teaching 
courses with a recreation component, 
recreation leadership courses at CIT, 
tourism, land management, parks 
and wildlife, defence forces, etc.

This course can be studied in addition 
to Outdoor Recreation (C). 

OUTDOOR 
RECREATION C
This course is based on the nationally 
renowned Lake G program and 
is an action packed course. 

Students undertake vocational study in 
a course which is the only one of its kind 
in the ACT and region. The course is 
designed to provide an opportunity to 
gain a nationally recognised qualification 
in Outdoor Recreation. There is a 
balance of theory and practical. Content 
includes recreation skills (snowboarding, 
caving etc), knowledge of the natural 
environment (marine, alpine, bush, caves 
etc) and personal and interpersonal skills.

The course will be relevant to students 
who have an interest in recreation 
and the natural environment, or who 
may be considering careers in the 
recreation, environment or related 
industries. This may include entry to 
various outdoor education, recreation 
or environmental studies courses at 
university, teaching courses with a 
recreation component, recreation 
leadership courses at CIT, tourism, 
land management, resort employment, 
parks and wildlife, defence forces, etc.

Students will be able to complete their 
full certificate II in Outdoor Recreation 
and many Certificate III (Guide level) 
competencies, which may enable 
them to gain employment as a guide 
in the Outdoor Recreation industry. 

This course will introduce students to 
a wide range of outdoor experiences 
such as snorkelling, surfing, scuba 
diving, bushwalking, rock climbing, 
canoeing, snowboarding and cross 
country skiing. Students will also 
develop skills in navigation, first aid, 
survival and leadership. Costs are 
kept to a minimum; however costs are 
incurred for the First Aid examination, 
excursions and equipment hire.

ADVENTURE 
PROGRAM
This program offers a huge variety of 
‘Big Trip’ options including: Diving the 
Barrier Reef, Climbing the Arapiles, 
Snowboarding Japan and Caving the 
Nullarbor. It incorporates the renowned 
Tertiary/ Vocational Outdoor Education 
course and Certificate II/III in Outdoor 
Recreation – it is relevant to students 
who are deeply interested in adventure 
activities and the natural environment. 
Trips include: 
• Snowboarding and skiing 

in Hokkaido, Japan
• Barrier Reef  Scuba and Snorkelling 

including marine studies on 
Lady Musgrave Island

• Rockclimbing – Arapiles
• Caving the Nullabor Plains, a world 

heritage renowned cave system
• Diving and snorkelling – Jervis Bay
• Climbing – Blue Mountains 

and Nowra
• Backcountry skiing
• Snowboarding and skiing 

– Perisher/Thredbo
• Hiking – Snowy Mountains 

and the Budawangs
• Caving – Bungonia and Wee Jasper
• Canoeing and kayaking
• Rope techniques
• Mountain biking - Thredbo
• Canyoning, and the Budawangs
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EXERCISE SCIENCE  
Course content is based on the applied 
sciences of anatomy, physiology, 
and the biomechanical analysis of 
movement, including sporting activity. 
The course also focuses on sport 
performance and nutrition and certain 
areas of athlete mental preparation 
and physical rehabilitation. 

EXERCISE SCIENCE T
This course is relevant to students who 
intend to pursue tertiary studies in 
teaching (physical education), nursing, 
biomedical science (medicine), human 
nutrition, physiotherapy, rehabilitation, 
sports science and exercise physiology.

EXERCISE 
SCIENCE A/M
This course is relevant to students who 
intend to pursue vocational study at 
institutions such as UC College and 
CIT. The course also provides students 
with skills to apply for traineeships or 
employment as assistants, administrators 
and support staff in the sports industry.

HEALTH & WELLBEING
This course focuses on the 
various influences on health 
and broader wellbeing. 
Course content will allow students 
to develop skills and knowledge 
to understand the role of health 
in the context of society and the 
mechanisms necessary to promote 
health for individuals and communities 
at national and global levels. 

HEALTH & 
WELLBEING T
This course is relevant to students 
who intend to pursue tertiary studies 
in the community development 
and allied health sectors. 

HEALTH & 
WELLBEING A
This course is relevant to students 
who intend to pursue vocational 
study at institutions such as UC 
College and CIT. The course also 
provides students with skills to apply 
for traineeships or employment as 
allied health assistants, administrators 
and support staff in the health and 
community development sectors. 

HEALTH & PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION STUDIES
The Physical Education Studies course 
is based on the study of biological, 
physiological, psychological, social and 
cultural influences on performance and 
participation in physical activity. Students 
develop knowledge, understanding 
and skills, including physical literacy, 
to support them to be resilient, to 
strengthen their sense of self, to 
build and maintain relationships, and 
to make decisions to enhance their 
health and physical participation. 

HEALTH & PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION 
STUDIES A
This course is relevant to students 
who intend to pursue a pathway in the 
sport and health industry. Students can 
progress to vocational study at institutions 
such as UC College and CIT. The course 
also provides students with skills to 
apply for employment in data collection, 
sports retail and as development 
officers in the sports industry. 

SPORT RECREATION 
& LEADERSHIP A/V
This course is relevant to students who 
intend to pursue vocational study in 
sport and recreation. The course also 
provides students with skills to apply 
for employment in sports retail, sports 
officers and administrators in the  
sports industry. 
 
Course content is based on the 
knowledge and skills required to work 
in the sport and recreation industry 
including fitness planning and instruction, 
sports coaching, sports first aid, industry 
work health and safety and coordination 
of  sport events. The course is broken 
into four units that have competencies 
attached. Successful completion of 
all four units listed below and their 
competencies will allow students to 
achieve a Certificate II in Sport  
& Recreation. 

SPORTS 
DEVELOPMENT A/T 
See Elite Sports program

Physical Education
AND SPORT
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FOOD STUDIES A
This is a contemporary food preparation 
and meal design course incorporating 
basic nutrition and cultural awareness.

There is a strong practical emphasis 
and a focus on knowledge and skills 
required for everyday living.

COURSE PATTERNS
Units are not sequential but will normally 
offered in the order shown below.
Food and Health

Food Choices

Food Communities

Contemporary Food

Food Studies A 

This is a contemporary food preparation and meal design course incorporating basic nutrition and 
cultural awareness. 

There is a strong practical emphasis and a focus on knowledge and skills required for everyday living. 

Course Pattern 

Units are not sequential but will normally offered in the order shown below. 

Food and Health 

Food Choices 

Food Communities 

 Contemporary Food 

 

 

HOSPITALITY 
INDUSTRY C
This course provides students with 
opportunities that promote an 
appreciation and understanding of 
hospitality industry workplace culture 
and practices. The qualifications gained 
have direct pathways to further training 
for employment in the domestic and 
international hospitality employment 
market. 

COURSE PATTERNS
It is recommended that Year 11 
students begin with Catering 
Industry Fundamentals.

Catering Industry Fundamentals

Catering Industry Practices 

Café Catering

Catering Practices

SOCIAL AND
COMMUNITY WORK A
This course provides opportunities for 
students to gain skills necessary to make a 
smooth transition to employment options 
in the social and community area.

The course concentrates on the 
underpinning knowledge required for 
work in the community services industry. 
Students learn a variety of skills in 
communicating effectively in a range of 
environments.  

COURSE PATTERN
There are no compulsory or
prerequisite units in this course.

UNITS:
Community Organisations 
Societies and Community 
Children and Young People
Contemporary Aging
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